Joining the General Medicine team, you will have the opportunity to work across both our Anaesthesia & Surgery portfolio, as well as be involved in the launch of our exciting new oral antiviral therapy for COVID-19.

Ever wondered how a person is put to sleep for surgery, and then how they are woken up? Anaesthesia is the branch of medicine concerned with the administration of anaesthetic agents or other drugs during a surgical procedure to prevent a patient experiencing pain and to maintain his or her physiological functions during the operation.

At MSD, we want to ensure all patients have the best possible surgical experience. Our mission is to help patients undergoing surgery requiring a neuromuscular blocking agent (NMB) achieve the best possible outcome.

If you would like to experience being a marketer in a dynamic, competitive and fast-paced market, then this is the team for you. You will have an opportunity to propose and lead multi-channel marketing activities to maintain our growth. You must be able to work well independently, use your initiative, and work in a fast-paced environment. Guidance and support will be provided to assist with your success.

Come and join our dynamic team and help improve patient lives.

At MSD, our vision to be the premier, research-intensive biopharmaceutical company and mission to save and improve lives will be achieved through our company strategy. The COVID-19 pandemic is an unrivaled scientific and global health challenge. As a company with a long legacy of research in infectious diseases, we have a responsibility to help. We know that success will require global collaboration among countries and companies and more. That’s why we’ve entered a partnership to support the manufacturing and supply of Johnson & Johnson’s COVID-19 vaccine and we’re preparing to launch our oral antiviral therapy for COVID-19. We’re hopeful that we can make a meaningful impact on the pandemic and help patients around the world.

Key roles and responsibilities

- In partnership with the marketing team, liaise with internal stakeholders and agencies to create, develop and gain approval of marketing and sales materials (this includes but not limited to digital and traditional collateral and, websites)
- Analyse and generate insights relating to marketing and sales materials performance
- Assist General Medicine brand managers with ad hoc tasks

In addition, as the General Medicine intern you will work closely with cross functional business partners such as Promotional Review for the approval of materials, Multi-Channel Marketing for implementation of digital strategy, Commercial Effectiveness for data analytics of our sales performance, Medical to ensure the balance and accuracy of all marketing messages and General Medicine Marketing for alignment of strategy and implementation, and other teams on a needs basis.
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Oncology Intern Role Description

The field of Oncology has seen a complete transformation in recent times, with the advent of new treatments that harness the body’s own immune system to fight cancer. Immunotherapy, as it is known, is redefining the field of Oncology and today and in the years to come, it will form the foundation of treatments used in many different types of cancer.

The MSD Oncology franchise is expanding rapidly, as we prepare to build on the success of our launch into the immunotherapy area. We have ambitious targets for 2022, and we are passionate about bringing life-changing medication to those in need, as quickly as possible.

Members of this team are expected to propose new or improved initiatives and think innovatively to support activities to accelerate our growth. You must be able to take initiative, work well independently and you are someone that thrives in a faced-paced environment. Guidance and support will be provided to assist with your success.

Come and join our dynamic team and you too can make a difference to the lives of Australians who have been affected by cancer.

At MSD our vision to be the premier, research-intensive biopharmaceutical company and mission to save and improve lives will be achieved through our company strategy. The COVID-19 pandemic is an unrivaled scientific and global health challenge. As a company with a long legacy of research in infectious diseases, we have a responsibility to help. We know that success will require global collaboration among countries and companies and more. That’s why we’ve entered a partnership to support the manufacturing and supply of Johnson & Johnson’s COVID-19 vaccine and we’re evaluating our investigational oral antiviral therapy for COVID-19. We’re hopeful that we can make a meaningful impact on the pandemic and help patients around the world.

Key roles and responsibilities:

- Assist the Oncology marketing team with ad hoc jobs, such as: raising & closing POs; coordinating approval process of meetings; drafting internal and external communications; working with external vendors; creating presentations and taking minutes
- Collaborate with the marketing and cross-functional teams on project work; coordinating and assisting with project management
- In partnership with the marketing team, liaise with external parties such as creative agencies to facilitate the creation, development and approval of marketing and sales materials

The Oncology intern works closely with internal business partners such as the Promotional Review Team for approval of materials, Customer Engagement Team for implementation of digital strategy, and the Commercial Effectiveness Team for data analytics of our sales performance. The Oncology intern will be supporting the Oncology Marketing Team for alignment of strategy and implementation, and other teams on a needs basis.
Public Affairs Intern Role Description

The Public Affairs Team works in the highly dynamic field of health policy and communications, managing MSD’s corporate brand, and having a particular focus on oncology. The team covers all aspects of internal and external communication, government relations, policy and patient engagement. The Public Affairs Intern will report to the Communications Manager.

About MSD

Our vision to be the premier, research-intensive biopharmaceutical company and mission to save and improve lives will be achieved through our company strategy. The COVID-19 pandemic is an unrivaled scientific and global health challenge. As a company with a long legacy of research in infectious diseases, we have a responsibility to help. We know that success will require global collaboration among countries and companies and more. That’s why we’ve entered a partnership to support the manufacturing and supply of Johnson & Johnson’s COVID-19 vaccine and we’re evaluating our investigational oral antiviral therapy for COVID-19. We're hopeful that we can make a meaningful impact on the pandemic and help patients around the world.

Key roles and responsibilities:

- Develop communication materials for traditional and digital media, for both therapeutic area-related campaigns and corporate brand (working with the Promotional Review Team to secure approvals)
- Manage internal communication events, such as disease awareness days for the education of MSD employees
- Assist with political engagement activities and external events such as events at Parliament House or in electorates
- Prepare research briefs for key policy areas
- Develop PowerPoint presentations
- Prepare short videos for use internally and on social media

Key Competencies:

- Currently completing a degree majoring in Communications or Marketing
- Advanced communication skills (written and oral)
- Advanced Microsoft Office skills
- Competency with using simple filming equipment and online publishing tools
- Exceptional attention to detail
- Self-motivated and enthusiastic – a real go-getter!
Are you looking for real world experience in an exciting new business?

The MSD Vaccines internship is a great opportunity to work with a small, but growing team of individuals who are establishing an exciting, new Vaccines business unit at MSD. By joining our team you will work with us to establish our corporate reputation in the vaccines market, while also launching the first of our new vaccines, Vaxneuvance, into a highly competitive, complex environment.

Who is MSD?

At MSD, our vision is to be the premier, research-intensive biopharmaceutical company and our mission is to save and improve lives. Our products span across Oncology, Anaesthesia, Diabetes, and Vaccines.

Globally MSD is one of the largest supplier of vaccines with a long history of bringing innovative vaccines to market. In Australia, MSD is responsible for the development, regulatory affairs, manufacturing and supply of vaccines in Australia. However, we partner with another pharmaceutical organisation, Seqirus, part of CSP, to commercialize the MSD in-licence vaccines, including Gardasil which you might be aware of.

In the future, the pipeline vaccines will be exclusively launched by MSD in Australia. So at MSD we are building the necessary capabilities to bring innovative vaccines to Australians, including supply infrastructure and commercialization. We are working with vaccine experts to understand the unmet need and how best to support vaccine uptake in Australia.

MSD has an exciting vaccine pipeline, the first of which is Vaxneuvance for pneumococcal disease. Vaxneuvance was recently approved by the TGA for adults and we anticipate will be approved for paediatrics early next year. We have a strong portfolio of new vaccines including pneumococcal, RSV, dengue.

What will you role entail?

If you want to experience being in an exciting, developing market for MSD, then this is the team for you. You will be given opportunities to develop solutions to help us succeed as we launch MSD
Vaccines. You will also work on the launch of our first vaccine, Vaxneuvance, including developing strategies and solutions that meet our customers' needs and ensure we establish MSD as the partner of choice in the vaccines market, where we will help improve the lives of Australian children and adults today!

Successful applicants must be able to work well independently and in a team, use their initiative, and think innovatively to support activities to drive our launch. Guidance and support will be provided throughout to assist with your success.

Key roles and responsibilities

- In partnership with the marketing team, internal stakeholders and our agency partners, you will develop and launch solutions, materials and communications (digital and traditional) that will establish our Vaccines corporate reputation,
- Develop solutions and materials to support the private market launch of Vaxneuvance, and
- Lead and manage key projects associated with several vaccine conferences.

In addition, as the Vaccines intern you will also work closely with our range of cross functional business partners including:

- Promotional Review: for the approval of materials and communications;
- Digital, Data and Analytics team: for implementation and tracking of digital communications;
- Medical: to ensure the balance and accuracy of all promotion and messaging; and
- Other teams on a needs basis.

We are confident you will find this role exciting, challenging and a great learning experience.